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Contact: N.GLIŠIĆ
+381 11 3558 548; +381 62 633 859; +381 63 236 030

email: kkroda@mts.rs   www.karateroda.org.rs

May 19th, 2019 Sunday

11.00 kata - 14.30 kumite

ORGANIZER

KK "Roda" Belgrade

Belgrade Karate Federation

SCHEDULE

Hall of Sports "Ranko Žeravica" Novi Beograd
registration by Friday, May 17th, 2019

review of documents, Sunday, May 19th, 2019, from 09.30 to 10.45

(for competitors in combat it is possible to apply from 13.00 to 14.00)

Briefing judges from 10:30 to 10:45 am

start of the competition 11:00 KATE 14.30 KUMITE

registration e-mail: kkroda@mts.rs

Info: +381 11/3558 548; cell +381 69/633 859; +381 63/236 030

 

Proposition of kata
1. WKF rules for cadets, juniors, juniors and seniors (modified rules for, youngerages)
2. In the category of pole, pioneer and hope in the kata, the competition takes place 
in six classes: clause E (yellow belt), clause D (orange belt), clause C (green belt), 
clause B (blue), clause A (Brown band) and Absolute category.
3. The competitor can only perform for his age, class and in the absolute category.
4. Class E and D competitors (yellow and orange belt) perform kate Taikiyoku 1-2-3 
and Hean
1-2-3-4- 5 and can repeat them in every third round (they must know at least two 
kata), and the floor should not be repeated in succession.
5. Competitors in class C (green belt), performed by Hean 1-2-3-4-5 and Teki; can
repeat the floor in every 4th circle (they must know at least three kata), and the floor 
is not allowed repeat in a row.
6. Competitors in class B (blue belt), performed by Hean 1-2-3-4-5, Teki and 
masterclass, in each round is new, with the medal being able to repeat the floor from 
the match eliminating, but not in order.
7. Competitors in Class A (Brown Band) perform masterclass, in each round new
kata, and in the match for the medal they can repeat the floor from elimination, but 
not in a row.
8. Competitors at absolute level in age categories of -10, -12, -14 kata from the 
official Kata list, in each round new cat, and in the age category
the pole carriers perform the kata from the official Kata list and can repeat the floor 
in each Fourth round (they must know at least three kata), where one floor can not 
be repeat sequentially.
9. In the team, team for polar players,  -12 and -14 are performed from the official 
Kata list. Polarians can repeat the floor in every third round (they must know at least 
two kate), where one floor can not be repeated successively and pioneers can repeat 
the floor in every fourth round (they must know at least three kata), whereof I can 
not repeat one and the same floor consecutively. In the age category of hope, 
competitors

REGISTRATION
individual (kata and fights): 15 euros
team: (kata and kumite) 20 euros
The registration fee is paid to the account of club No. 205 - 20975 - 19
AWARDS
Cups for the most successful clubs (1st, 2nd and 3rd place)
Cups for the most successful clubs in the catamas (1st, 2nd and 3rd place)
Cups for the most successful clubs in the battles (1st, 2nd and 3rd place)
A cup for the biggest club
Cup for the most successful competitors and competitors, especially kata, 
especially kumite
Cup for the youngest players in the tournament
Medals and diplomas
Play all the winners in the team competition

in each round they perform a new floor, and in the fight for the medal they can repeat 
the floor from elimination, but not consecutive. The competition in the floors 
individually for the younger generation grows takes place simultaneously with the 
performances of the AKA and AO competitors, after which the judges proclaim it
winners.
10. In the team, one of the team members may be from the first younger age category.
11. A kata team of polar players, pioneers and hope do not work bunkai.

Proposition of kumite

WKF rules for cadets, juniors, U21, senior (modified rules for children, the match lasts 1 
min. 30 sec. )
Required protective equipment:
All categories - gloves (red / blue), mouth guard teeth, shin and foot protectors 
(red / blue), body protector, while in cadet, junior, U21 and seniors next to the above
The equipment needs a breast protection.
Insurance:
All participants and members of the delegation must have health and travel insurance. 
The organizer does not bear it liability in case of injury.
Note:
All contestants registered in the KFS for 2018/2019 with the valid legality are eligible
inspection and insurance. Checking the documentation will be done by the delegate of 
the competition. Foreign teams which they want to participate in the tournament 
should have the national association affirmation that they are in the WKF system
also foreign teams and competitors must have a valid medical examination and valid 
insurance as well identification document.

 

 

 

 

RODA CUP 2019 
BEOGRAD – SRBIJA

Tournament A  class

Category   
     Team  

  Class   Absolute  Absolute  

U10  
 E  D  C      C,D  

all belts  
2010  E  D  C      C,D  

U12  
2009  E  D  C  B  A  A,B,C,D  

all belts  
2008  E  D  C  B  A  A,B,C,D  

U14  
2007  E  D  C  B  A  A,B  

all belts  
2006  E  D  C  B  A  A,B  

Kadets               
all belts  

Juniors               

U21               all belts  

Senior              all belts

all belts

all belts

all belts

 all belts  

  

KATA

2009 2008  2007 2006  Kadets  Juniors  U21  

 M   M   M   M   M   M   M  

-30kg  -30kg  -32kg  -35kg  -35kg  -37kg  -39kg  -40kg  -47kg  -52kg  -48kg  -55kg  -50kg  -60kg  

-34kg  -35kg  -36kg  -40kg  -40kg  -42kg  -44kg  -45kg  -54kg  -57kg  -53kg  -61kg  -55kg  -67kg  

-37kg  -40kg  -40kg  -45kg  -45kg  -47kg  -49kg  -50kg  +54kg  -63kg  -59kg  -68kg  -61kg  -75kg  

-40kg  -45kg  -44kg  -50kg  -50kg  -52kg  -54kg  -55kg    -70kg  +59kg  -76kg  -68kg  -84kg  

+40kg  +45kg  +44kg  +50kg  +50kg  +52kg  +54kg  +55kg    +70kg    +76kg  +68kg  +84kg  
 

 

2009 - 2008  2007 - 2006  Kadets  Juniors  U21  

3+1 absolute  3+1 absolute  3+1 absolute  3+1 absolute  3+1 absolute   
 

KUMITE

Team

and younger

Birth Year
Individual
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